
My dear Jimbo, 

Your cuttings are always welcome. The Zaire clip sent me back 
to Lumumba and the role played by the UN and CIA in his 
murder. 

The Vietnam memorial was I thought a govt sponsored memorial 
to honour those who fell in Vietnam. BUt I notice a fund was 
created for this purpose by public subscription. The waste of 
American Life in a war they had no business to be in should 
invite a memorial to remind the powers that be that people 
will not buy the anti communist hysteria which Americans fell 
prey to. It was the youth of that period who told the American 
admin that Vietnam was not their war. 

The fli~ side of that is the Vietnam people and what you so 
succintly say should form a plan of action. But you see those 
same protesters of the 60's cannot be taken on for reparation 
to Vietnam. I think you have only lately established ties with 
V. But some veterans do go back and try to do something to 
right the wrong of their govt. Their is an admission and 
tentative attempts of help. Vietnam has been pauperised . 

• 
Afghanistan, Somalia now Sudan are going the same way. Do you 
know that India did not know famine till the British came?? to 
India. Today people want to remember only a passive Ghandhi, 
but it was a deep cry of India - GET FAR FAR AWAY BRITISH 
INDIA IS OURS. 

OLIVER STONE you know well and I bow to your superior 
knowledge but you must agree that a Vietnam Vet returns home 
and is arrested and goes to jail and finds to his horror the 
repression by which his govt operates. What he does about it 
is not clear. 

My birthday was on the 5/1/97 I was 69, arthritic, BP etc etc. 
The body is caving in - -70 is time to take stock and make 
some decisions. I am so giddy I dont know when I will fall and 
hurt myself. I feel it will be my last birthday. Thank you for 
remembering. You stay well and write that script that will get 
you into the bright lights. Thank you for great friendship 

Love Phyllis 
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